
MET International is proud to have established a record of service that goes back over two decades. MET first 
opened its doors in 1992; today, MET is a globally respected IT partner that stocks computer systems/parts, 
provides asset recovery services, and remarkets equipment with 40,000 square feet of warehouse and office 
space. Below is an overview of what we do.

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT REMARKETING & RE-DEPLOYMENT

Arrangements with our clients vary based on their preferences.  We can agree upon pricing and pay for the 
equipment prior to receipt.  A consignment agreement with a split of sales proceeds can be negotiated as well.  
Regardless of the terms, be assured that our knowledgeable sales team will re-market your equipment quickly 
and efficiently using a vast network of customers that include:  corporate end users, maintenance companies, 
dealers, government institutions, PC manufacturers, and individual end users. MET occupies a 38,000 
square-foot facility located in Carrollton, TX.

� ASSET AUDIT
Upon arrival, to our facility your assets are manifested per your internal lease number. If there is any visible 
damage or the shipment was not packed properly Digital pictures will be taken of the assets and sent to you via 
email to ensure that all parties are covered in case there is any dispute. After the shipment has been assigned 
a MET purchase number, we will begin the audit.  Typically, within 72 hours (depending on the size of the pack-
age) we will provide you with a complete audit of the type of equipment, the condition, the configurations, the 
serial number and any asset tag, tracking# necessary to fully depict the nature of your returned equipment. We 
maintain the highest security on this data and are able to capture information pertaining to shipping, weight, 
tracking, material, and recycling. 

� AUDITING FEE
MET does not charge for auditing assets that we are purchasing. We can at your request perform audits for a 
fee as a service to you if the assets are to be redeployed.

� MISSING AND DAMAGE REPORTING
Your MET Account Asset Manager will provide you with a report which will be located on the audit. This report 
will reconcile what assets were returned as opposed to what was supposed to be returned compared to your 
original invoices. MET will provide you with all the information you need to charge back your lessee based on 
fair market value of the missing assets. Any assets that are returned and are damaged or nonfunctional as per 
the audit comments will be noted in the repair field of the missing and damage report. 

END OF LIFE AUDITING SERVICES



� MISSING AND DAMAGE BILLING
Good news! MET can at your request, contact your lessee and recoup any monies for missing and damaged 
assets. This can be done on a case-by-case basis and terms can be worked out as to a mutually beneficial com-
pensation agreement. 

� ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE RECYCLING
We have pioneered processes to ensure our clients the highest possible economic return for their assets while 
maintaining the strictest environmental policies.  Should your material be at the end of useable life or should 
your product require destruction, MET will recycle the product in an environmentally friendly way, providing 
you with certificates of destruction for any hazardous material processing.  Our goal is to indemnify you of any 
future environmental claim regarding the handling of your material.

� DATA DESTRUCTION
MET can perform data destruction on assets that may contain critical client data. Most commonly we offer hard 
drive data wipes. We offer various degrees of hard drive data destruction including DoD standard and even 
physical destruction if necessary. At request, MET can keep certificates of data destruction on record.

� ASSET MANAGEMENT
Selected services can be performed at MET. This will lead to the greatest efficiencies as it takes full advantage 
of MET processes and workflow. This also helps to minimize onsite disruption and use of customer facilities. 
Equipment is received at MET's warehouse, verified for accuracy and condition, and then it is entered into the 
system and then organized into groups by order number. Equipment can then be audited, picked, packed and 
prepared for shipping according to the customer’s schedule.

� ASSET STORAGE 
Per your review of the audit, MET will store your assets in a secure area until its released for redeployment, 
resale or recycling.

� OTHER SERVICES
Damaged goods claim processing.
Dead on arrival (DOA) and Return Merchandise (RMA) Management & processing.

MET International
1900 Surveyor Blvd
Carrollton, TX 75006
(972) 478 5641

Per your review of the audit, MET will store your assets in a secure area until its released for redeployment, 

Dead on arrival (DOA) and Return Merchandise (RMA) Management & processing.

CONTACT US
Please feel free to contact us to discuss your requirements or any questions. 
More information is available on our website at https://www.metint.com


